adidas Originals Unveils the Hi-Res Aqua X-Model Pack

Herzogenaurach, September 2019 – adidas Originals debuts the Hi-Res Aqua X-Model Pack, paying homage to the brand’s broad range of innovative footwear design evolutions with new interpretations of five sneakers. Featuring the Torsion X, Nite Jogger, OZWEEGO, ZX Torsion, and LXCON shoes, this pack sees streetwear innovation reach a new level by combining technology, function, and design all at once.

Each shoe in the pack features partially transparent uppers crafted from a mix of different materials like ripstop, mesh, and suede. In addition, each silhouette calls out its distinct sneaker technology in a bold upper print that’s paired with a vibrant use of color-blocking, letting each sneaker stand out.

In the Hi-Res Aqua X-Model Pack, the Torsion X revisits the retro-tech Torsion System and evolves it for today, while the shoes feature a big “TORSION” print on the side. Torsion X adds stability and the Boost midsole creates a responsive, energised feel.

The pack’s Nite Jogger stays true to its jogging roots, updated with Boost cushioning for a responsive energy return with each step. A big “Boost” print stands out on the side.

The OZWEEGO takes an archival style and evolves it for today – featuring a big “adiPRENE” print on the side – while forefoot and heel cushioning give you an exceptionally supported ride.

The ZX Trainer, which reset the running scene when it was first released in the 1980s, features a “Torsion” print on the side, an X-shape Torsion bar that adds stability, and a responsive Boost midsole.

Finally, the LXCON channels a tech vibe, with a nylon, suede, and mesh upper that delivers a soft, lightweight feel. Bold 3-Stripes and a high-profile moulded EVA midsole stay true to the 1995 original.
The Hi-Res Aqua X-Model Pack is available at adidas.com/hiresaqua on September 28.
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**About adidas Originals:**
Inspired by the rich sporting heritage of adidas – one of the world’s leading sports brands and a global designer and developer of athletic footwear and apparel – adidas Originals is a lifestyle brand founded in 2001. With the adidas archive at its foundation, adidas Originals continues to evolve the brand’s legacy through its commitment to product innovation and its ability to filter the creativity and courage found on courts and sporting arenas through the lens of contemporary youth culture. Marked by the iconic Trefoil logo that was first used in 1972 and championed by those that continue to shape and define creative culture, adidas Originals continues to lead the way as the pioneering sportswear brand for the street.